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"Palestinians Held in Turkey-Based Shelters Appeal for Humanitarian
Assistance"

•

Palestinian Resident of AlSabina Camp Killed in Syria

•

Displaced Palestinians North of Syria Launch Calls for Granting Them Access to Labor
Market

•

Dozens of Palestinian Children Sheltered North of Syria Shorn of Right to Education

Victims
Palestinian refugee Fadi Jehad Awad, from AlSabina Camp in Rif
Dimashq, died as he fought alongside the Syrian government forces
in raging hostilities.
AGPS documented the death of 68 Palestinians sheltered in
AlSabina Camp since the outbreak of warfare in Syria.

Latest Developments
Activists urged the Turkish government to take all measures
necessary to improve the living conditions endured by Palestinian
families from Syria in shelters and refugee camps set up in Turkey.
The activists said families held in the so-called “Krit GendarmeCentral” shelter have been grappling with tough conditions due to
daily mistreatment and crackdowns.
According to the same source, life in the aforementioned shelter is
similar to life in prison, where the refugees’ movement is blocked
inside and out and mobile phones seized. Public phones are allowed
only once a day.

Children and women have also been separated from their fathers
and husbands in the shelter. Several of those who have been sick or
caught diseases in the center have been left without treatment.

The activists called on the Turkish authorities to treat Palestinian
refugees fleeing war-torn Syria as Syrian asylum-seekers and to
immediately cease their double-standard measures.
Syrians caught in the Turkish territories are immediately sent back
to where they came from while Palestinian refugees get locked up in
remote shelters.
The activists urged the Turkish authorities to work on improving the
refugees’ living conditions and grant them safe shelters in Turkey,
for which they headed following a journey fraught with danger,
fleeing the embattled Syrian territories.
Meanwhile, Palestinian families who were forcibly deported to
north of Syria launched calls for job opportunities so as to be able to
feed their starved children.
The refugees urged UNRWA and all concerned bodies to work on
providing work and raising funds for them in order to enable them
to fetch much-needed items.

Along the same line, displaced Palestinian families north of Syria
continue to sound the alarm over their children’s lack of access to
education as a result of the enforced deportation they have been
subjected to.
They said that even the private school established in the area is
made up of poorly equipped tents that are not fit to study in and risk
to fall into pieces in the winter season. Neither professional training
staff nor proper furniture are available at the school.
The families, who got displaced from Khan Eshieh and Yarmouk
refugee camps, urged UNRWA to take its responsibility as regards
the crisis and make urgent steps to smooth children’s access to
education in northern Syria.

